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Short Description

The Logitech G600 Wired MMO Gaming Laser Mouse gives you complete control for the way you play-
customize 20 MMO-tuned button, color lighting and stored game profiles and more.
 

Description

The Logitech G600 Wired MMO Gaming Laser Mouse gives you complete control for the way you play-
customize 20 MMO-tuned button, color lighting and stored game profiles and more.
Designed especially for MMO gamers, the Logitech G600 MMO Gaming Mouse puts a huge spectrum of
control options at your fingertips. This precise, versatile wired mouse features 20 buttons, a dual-dish thumb
panel, and a G-shift button that doubles the functionality of all buttons on the mouse. It also features tunable
DPI settings, so you can amp up your mouse's sensitivity in the heat of battle. And with its braided USB cable,
durable chassis, and comfortable grip, it's designed to endure long dungeon raids.
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Features

Dual-dish thumb panel for intuitive control
200 to 8,200 DPI range offers flexible sensitivity
G-shift button doubles your functions
Custom-color backlighting
Onboard memory profiles let you save your control schema
Instantaneous DPI switching for precise targeting and maneuvers
1-millisecond report rate for exceptional responsiveness
Durable, comfortable design
Braided USB cable keeps your gaming station tidy
Requires Windows Vista or above, an available USB port, and an Internet connection
Backed by a 3-year limited hardware warranty

Customizable Control Buttons for Immediate Access to Macros
Featuring enormous customization options, the Logitech G600 MMO Gaming Mouse brings a new level of
control to your MMO strategies with its 20 mappable buttons. The buttons come preconfigured for
immediate MMO use right out of the box, but can easily be reprogrammed to suit your preferences. And
thanks to the mouse's G-switch, each button can control up to two functions, giving you access to 40
functions total.

Dual-Dish Thumb Panel Enables Easy Inputs
Carefully field-tested with leading MMO game developers, this Logitech Gaming mouse has a unique dual-
dish design to help you trigger buttons with ease. It also helps reduce learning time and accidental clicks, so
you can master your new control scheme as quickly as possible.

Fast, Responsive Control
Thanks to the mouse's adjustable DPI levels, you can fine-tune the sensitivity of your mouse without having
to exit to a separate menu, even when you're in the middle of a fight. Its 1-millisecond report rate also
ensures that your commands are executed instantly, delivering up to eight times the response speed of a
standard mouse.

Built for Durability and Comfort
The Logitech G600 MMO Gaming Mouse is designed to handle intensive gaming sessions with its 20 million-
click-rated buttons and low-friction feet. It also features a braided USB cable that keeps your gaming rig tidy
while offering a more flexible range of motion. And thanks to its contoured design, the mouse feels
comfortable even after you've been gaming for hours.

Package Contents
Logitech G600 MMO Gaming Mouse and user documentation.

Specifications

Part Number

910-002864
910-002871
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Warranty Information

3-year Limited hardware warranty

System Requirements

Windows® 8, Windows® 7, or Windows® Vista
Available USB port
Internet connection for optional software download*

Package Contents

Mouse
User documentation

Durability

Buttons (Left / Right / Third): 20 million clicks
Feet: 250 kilometers

Measurements

Weight: 133 grams (without cable)
Dimensions: 118mm x 75mm x 41mm
Cable length: 6.5 feet (2 meters)

Tracking

Resolution: 200 - 8200 dots per inch (dpi)
Image processing: 11.25 megapixels/second
Max. acceleration: 30G**
Max. speed: up to 160 inches (4.06 meters)/second**

Responsiveness

USB data format: 16 bits/axis
USB report rate: Up to 1000 reports/second
Sleep mode: disabled

Glide

Dynamic coefficient of friction: .09 µ (k)***
Static coefficient of friction: .14 µ (s)***
Total weight: 133 grams Cord: 15 grams

*Some profile settings require Logitech® Gaming Software to be enabled and are not supported on Linux® and earlier Windows®-
based operating systems. Logitech® Gaming Software is available at gaming.logitech.com/support.
**Tested on popular gaming mousepad surfaces.
***Tested on wood-veneer desktop

http://gaming.logitech.com/en-us/support
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Additional Information

Brand Logitech

SKU 910-002864

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Mouse DPI 8200

Special Price $53.96


